
 

This is a thoroughly complete list for those curious as to how exactly Ohio Shakespeare 
Festival plans to keep our audience and artists safe during the rehearsal and 
performances of THE COMPLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 
(ABRIDGED) [REVISED] this summer. We will enforce all these measures at every 
single performance and rehearsal without exception. 

However, we hope this list does not intimidate you. In practice and especially for 
patrons, we think you’ll find these changes simple and easy to follow and will not hinder 
your evening at our outdoor theatre. 

All of the below strategies have been approved by local health officials and are in full 
accordance with the local and federal requirements for reopening commercial and 
entertainment businesses safely. Safety measures far beyond those required are 
detailed as well.

Safety Measure for Patrons and Guests

Face coverings.

• At the time of ticket purchase, patrons will be advised to bring and wear their own 
face coverings. 

• The check-in / ticketing booth will have free disposable masks available for 
patrons who do not provide their own mask. 

• Due to the nature of the event, masks are highly encouraged while entering the 
Festival and being seated. However, those picnicking may unmask to eat and 
drink once they are safely seated by the house manager in their socially 
distanced seats.  

Hand sanitizing.



Hand sanitizer will be available at check-in / ticketing area and throughout the grounds 
of Stan Hywet Hall & Gardens

Stay home if symptomatic.

Patrons will be advised and required to follow local / state / federal health department 
guidelines for symptom evaluation and to stay home if symptoms are exhibited.  
Refunds / reschedule dates will be offered. See this page for ticket protections during 
COVID-19.

Staggered entry.

• Early arrival will be encouraged with a 2 hour window from the time of check-in / 
ticketing booth opening until the start of the performance.  

• House manager will seat each group/household individually to ensure social 
distancing while choosing seats. 

Additional measures.
• Tickets will only be available as pre-sale to reduce contact points. 

• Pre-sold tickets will be self-scanned by patrons upon entry. 

• Paper programs will be replaced by digital programs that can be viewed on a 
personal device. 

• Merchandise will not be available for sale on site to reduce contact points. 

• No intermission to prevent cuing at bathrooms (socially distanced port-a-potties) 
and Stan Hywet Hall’s concessions tent. 

• Past practice of community insect repellant will be replaced with individual wipes. 
Even so, patrons are encouraged to bring their own bug spray. 

• Tram service from the parking lot to the stage is offered only for patrons who 
directly require assistance.  To ensure proper distancing, the tram driver will wear 
a face covering, and riders will be positioned at the back of the tram facing the 
opposite direction of the driver (6 feet distance).  The employee / contractor 



driving the tram will have gloves and cleaner to sanitize surfaces between riders. 

• Patrons will be advised to bring rain gear if rain is possible as the tram service 
during rain will be slow due to distancing requirements. 

• Actors will not conduct meet & greet interactions with patrons. 

• Patrons will be released in a phased exit plan to ensure distancing is possible 
and easy at the end of show. 

• House Manager is equipped with medical-grade UV wand (as well as other 
methods of sanitizing) for quick and effective sanitizing.  

• House Manager will require social distancing between groups of patrons without 
exception from entrance to the Festival until leaving.  

◦ Families/households who arrive together will not be asked to maintain 
distance within their own party. No groups of 8 or more will be allowed to 
sit together, even if arriving together, to discourage large groups from 
attending the event. See more in “Seating area” section below. 

Physical Spaces.

Check-in / Ticketing Booth.

• Signage will be placed at entrance to remind patrons of federal guidelines - avoid 
entry if symptomatic, 6’ distancing, avoid shaking hands, etc. and will be updated 
if these local / state / federal guidelines change during the period. 

• 6’ spacing will be marked for patrons queueing for check-in. 

• 1 masked employee / contractor will be at the booth with gloves / cleaner for use 
when hand sanitizer / check-in device is used and will stay 6’ away from patrons. 

 
Seating area.



• There is approximately 5000 sq. ft. of outdoor seating space. Ohio Shakespeare 
will only sell <25% of capacity. 

• Seating will be arranged to ensure 6’ distance between parties on all sides, 
including room to stand and maneuver around seats. 

• Plastic chairs will be sanitized prior to opening the area and placed in the 
checkerboard in groups of 4 (see table below); each party occupies one seating 
area with larger parties (none larger than 8) occupying multiple areas of the 
checkerboard. 

• Mixing of separate parties will be discouraged by House Manager removing 
unoccupied chairs from the checkerboard. 

• Groups of larger than 8 will not be able to sit together, even if arriving together, to 
discourage large groups. 

• Employee(s) / contactor(s) working in this space will have gloves available for 
personal use. 

• Example seating chart (X= 1 chair; each box is 6’x6’) 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Employees and Contractors

Face coverings.

• All employees / contractors backstage and working Front of House will wear face 
coverings. 

• Only 2 employees will be working Front of House at any given time. 

• Those working check-in, tram operation and seating areas will be masked at all 
times when the space is open for patrons / guests. 

• Actors will not be masked while performing on stage due to the nature of 
performance, however, actor positioning will be adjusted to minimize contact 
during the rehearsals and performances. Staging will be socially distanced.  

• Crew members, costumer, and director will be masked during rehearsals and 
performances. 

Daily symptom assessment.

• All employees / contractors will be advised to monitor their temperature / 
symptoms and to remain at home if they meet the current guidelines for self-
quarantine. 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• All employees / contractors will undergo temperature checks at the start of each 
rehearsal / performance with non-contact thermometer. 

• If symptoms are observed during a rehearsal the employee / contractor will be 
sent home and will be recommended to follow CDC guidelines for testing / 
isolation while symptoms persist; see Confirmed Cases section for additional 
information. 

Hand washing / sanitizing.

• All employees / contractors will have access to indoor facilities for handwashing. 
Additionally, crew will ensure hand sanitizer is available during rehearsals and 
performances. 

• High touch items such as props will be cleaned / sanitized prior to each show and 
between uses by different actors, both with a medical-grade UV light and 
sanitizing spray. 

• Gloves will be available for employees / contractors who have exposure to 
frequently used items such as props. 

Additional measures.

• To ensure safety above and beyond the federal and local requirements, all 
actors, backstage crew, and the director are quarantining in the same 
household for the entirety of their employment for this project. This includes 
3 actors + 1 director/stage manager who live in the same household and are held 
to a high standard of social distancing in their personal lives. (See more about 
this in the next bullet point.) 

• All employees / contractors are required to sign our “Social Distancing and 
Responsible Exposure Pledge” asking each to hold themselves to high standards 
of safe behavior in their personal life.  This pledge includes but is not limited to a 
commitment to maintain a small exposure circle during the rehearsal / 
performance weeks, report exposure to potential positive case(s), stay home if 
feeling ill, wear face covering whenever possible outside the home, share (within 
reasonable bounds of personal privacy) current exposure points such as other 



jobs and other household members, minimize unnecessary social activities such 
as bars, crowded restaurants, large gatherings, travel, etc. 

• The few employees / contractors beyond the quarantined actors who are part of 
this summer work (e.g. costume designer, technical director) come from few 
households and have been quarantined together in small groups of co-habitants 
for many weeks. They will maintain social distance from the quarantined artistic 
group. 

• Prior to the first rehearsal, Ohio Shakespeare Festival will cover the cost for 
company members to get tested for Covid-19. 

• This plan will be shared with all employees / contractors to ensure full 
transparency and understanding of the conditions and risk mitigation plans. 

Stage & backstage.

• There is approximately 1000 sq. ft. of performance and backstage area. 

• For this production the space will be staffed by:  

◦ 3 actors + 1 crew during performances  

◦ + 1 costumer (part time) during rehearsals, who will maintain social 
distancing at all times and will remain masked. 

• Construction crew for the stage is comprised only of people already involved in 
the production (actors, crew) +1 socially distanced Technical Director; 
construction occurs during different hours than rehearsals. 
 
 

Dressing Room.

• Actors are expected to dress / prepare before arrival at the theatre at the 
combined actor housing unit and minimize time inside the dressing room to store 



valuables, retrieve specialty costume pieces, etc. 

• An outdoor, socially distanced green room space will be provided as a place for 
actors to rest. 

• Actors will be responsible for their own washable costume pieces each day; 
specialty costume pieces will be cleaned and sanitized by crew. 

• Actors/Employees utilizing this space for any reason are expected to sanitize 
surfaces they contacted using provided cleaning products.  

Confirmed Cases.

• If an employee / contractor is confirmed COVID-19 positive, they must inform 
management immediately. 

• Management will inform the Summit County Public Health at (330) 926-5795 to 
identify potentially infected or exposed individuals to effectively facilitate contact 
tracing / notifications. 

• Management will advise exposed employees, preserving the privacy of the 
individual and encourage testing of exposed employees. 

• Due to the nature of the performance, if one actor or crew member is confirmed 
COVID-19 positive, performances will be halted immediately and the summer 
project will not continue. 


